This paper proposes a block-edge-based Single-Pass Perceptual Embedded Zero-tree Coding (SPPEZC) method. SPPEZC combines two novel compression concepts, called Block-Edge Detection (BED) and the Low-Complexity and Low-Memory Entropy Coder (LLEC), for coding efficiency and quality. Because the edge information can provide beneficial cues for preserving the perceptual quality of compressed images, this paper presents an effective combinative coding scheme, called Single-Pass Perceptual Embedded Zero-tree Coding (SPPEZC), which integrates the improved LLEC and the block-edge information. This approach provides improved perceptual quality in compressed images. Based on the block-edge information, this paper proposes an adaptive architecture for adjusting the quantization table and subsequently coding the quantized coefficients with the LLEC. The proposed SPPEZC approach was implemented and evaluated on both PC-based and DSP-based embedded platforms. Experimental results and comparisons demonstrate that the proposed SPPEZC technique provides computational efficiency as well as satisfactory perceptual quality in compressed images.
Introduction
The recent increase in the transmission and storage of visual data has enabled the rapid and continuous progress of image compression technology [1, 2] . Transform coding plays an important role in reducing redundancy and maintaining good coding quality in image compression. The common Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), one of the most popular forms of transform coding, uses coding and static Huffman coding techniques for transformation and entropy coding in prevailing image-and video-coding standards [3, 4] . These standards include the Joint Photographic Expert Group (JPEG) [5] , JPEG2000 [6] , Motion Pictures Expert Group (MPEG) MPEG-1/2 [7, 8] , MPEG-4 [9] , H.261/3 [10] , and H.264/AVC [11] . Some of the proposed and applied DCT-based coding approaches include arithmetic coding (AC), embedded zero-tree DCT coding (EZDCT) [12] , embedded zero-tree coding in hierarchical DCT (EZHDCT) [13] , set partition in hierarchical tree (SPIHT) [14] , zero-tree entropy coding (ZTE) [15] , embedded block coding with optimized truncation (EBCOT) [16] , and warped discrete cosine transform (WDCT) [17] . Although these coders achieve high compression efficiency, they have substantially higher computational costs and memory requirements than other techniques. These disadvantages form a hardware implementation bottleneck in mass-market consumer electronic products.
Zhao et al. [18] proposed a highly efficient method called the Low-Complexity and Low-Memory Entropy Coder (LLEC). This method involves Golomb-Rice (G-R) codes and the Zero-Tree Coding (ZTC) technique. ZTC exploits the zero-tree structure of transformed coefficients for higher compression efficiency, whereas G-R codes perform at a lower complexity level and with lower memory requirements than JPEG Huffman Coding. The LLEC makes block-based transform coding, such as the DCT, suitable for embedded and hardware implementations. Chang et al. presented a block-edge-based method to adjust the quantization table adaptively [19] . Block-Edge Detection (BED) provides useful information on edge features for applications in digital image/video processing, pattern recognition, and computer vision. Determining an efficient and quick mode of identifying edge features is an essential step in the detection and segmentation of objects of interest.
Although integrating the LLEC technique with the DCT is an efficient approach to produce a low-computation and lowmemory cost image codec, it does not provide a perceptual strategy to improve the visual quality of compressed images. The quantization tables in the LLEC are fixed for all the DCT blocks, which may vary with different images. Block-edge information [20] can provide improved visual quality during the image compression process, increasing the visual quality of compressed images. Therefore, this study proposes a block-edge-based Single-Pass Perceptual Embedded Zero-tree Coding (SPPEZC) method that integrates and improves these two image coding techniques efficiently. This paper also presents an adaptive quantization table adjustment scheme based on the statistical analysis of the DCT blocks in various types of images. Results show that some of the specific DCT coefficients are relatively large. These DCT coefficients, called ''dominating coefficients'', reflect the characteristics of the directional edges of the DCT blocks. Therefore, the proposed combinative coding scheme adaptively adjusts the quantization tables based on edge feature detection. The LLEC then codes the quantized coefficients using a predetermined quantization table to preserve the highest visual quality in the compressed images.
Numerous studies apply block-edge information to the intra-frame prediction of H.264/AVC video coding [21, 22] . This paper applies block-edge information based on DCT coefficients to the LLEC, to increase image compression performance. The information from the block-edge information helps preserve the characteristics of the DCT blocks. The preserved characteristics apply a perceptual strategy to the image coding scheme. This study also introduces a statistical scheme that adaptively and perceptually optimizes the quantization table of each DCT coding block according to the regional edge information obtained by the BED. The block-edge information in each block is analyzed and adopted to fine tune the quantization table. An analysis of the directional edges of DCT blocks further illustrates that the proposed characteristics are applicable to various images. The LLEC codec quantizes the coefficients. The proposed SPPEZC was implemented and evaluated on both PC-based and DSP-based embedded platforms. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed approach provides satisfactory image compression performance in both peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and visual quality. Compared to other coding techniques, the SPPEZC demonstrates adequate and effective image compression for various images. The SPPEZC is also a single-pass coding algorithm that requires little computational time. Experimental results on the PC and DSP platforms show that the SPPEZC provides promising performance in both computational efficiency and image coding results.
The features and contributions of this study are as follows:
(1) The proposed SPPEZC improves two novel methods, which are LLEC and BED. With the proposed effective combinative coding scheme, the SPPEZC is a high-efficiency and high-quality image coder. (2) The SPPEZC adopts the edge information of the DCT blocks to perform adaptive and perceptual image coding. (3) Additionally, because of the low complexity of the SPPEZC, the proposed architecture is suitable for the embedded application. This study presents the implementation of the SPPEZC on the DSP-based platform.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides an overview of the LLEC and the BED based on the DCT; Section 3 presents the method of combining the LLEC and the BED based on the DCT from the analytical results; Section 4 shows the experimental results; and finally, Section 5 offers a conclusion.
Overview of the LLEC and the BED
This section briefly introduces the Low-Complexity and Low-Memory Entropy Coder (LLEC) [18] and the Block-Edge Detection (BED) based on the DCT [19] . The LLEC achieves high compression efficiency and low memory cost by combining Zero-Tree Coding (ZTC) and Golomb-Rice (G-R) codes. Furthermore, the LLEC involves only the fundamental sequence (FS) in G-R codes (G-R_FS). To strengthen the edge characteristics of each DCT block, this paper includes a fast BED based on the DCT.
Low-Complexity and Low-Memory Entropy Coder
The two key elements of this proposed coding technique are the single-pass ZTC and G-R_FS codes. Single-pass ZTC can identify the region in which significant coefficients are distributed for higher compression efficiency. The G-R code [23, 24] is a type of variable length code. For applications involving DCT-based transform coding, G-R_FS coding can supplant the look-up-table Huffman coding procedure because it involves simpler computations and lower memory usage.
Block-Edge Detection based on DCT
By observing the distribution of DCT coefficients, previous researchers discovered that detecting and classifying edge components in images can perceptually improve the performance of image coding in a wide range of applications. This study adopts a fast and systematic scheme [19] to classify the edge patterns of each block for DCT-based image compression. 
where i and j are the vertical and horizontal indices, respectively.
The following equation defines the average intensity value of each subregion:
where the definitions of u and v are the same as those of i and j, respectively.
In the DCT domain, 2D IDCT is
where
The following represents the form of B uv after combining (2) with (3):
where f uv is a filter for edge detection, as shown in (6) .
Fig . 2 shows the magnitude plot of f 00 (m, n) in each frequency band. This illustrates that the magnitude decreases along the m and n axes. The experiment and analysis show that edge detection still works well when considering only X (m, n)s of m, n = 0 or 1. This is a major reason the magnitude of f 00 (m, n) remains in median. Because high-frequency bands are smaller than low-frequency bands, they have a non-significant influence on the results. Therefore, this study rewrites (5) and (6) as
Fig . 3 shows that, by using (7) and (8), the measurements of the five directional edge patterns become
In ( (11) shows the determination of the five edge patterns, and T QSS denotes the threshold of a quantization step size. This study defines T QSS as the direct current (DC) value of each DCT block to depict the perceptual information of the DCT block. The image block is the block with the maximum strength among the five directional edge features. The four subregions of a block are multiplied by a proper factor depending on BE. Otherwise, the step size remains unchanged. Hence, four quantization criteria exist for each DCT block, depending on the BE algorithm.
The proposed combinative coding scheme
Section 2 shows that the Low-Complexity and Low-Memory Entropy Coder (LLEC) performs efficiently on a DCTbased image coder. Block-Edge Detection (BED) based on the DCT is a high-speed edge detection method based on the DCT coefficient. Because BED can be applied efficiently to DCT coefficients, this paper presents an effective combinative coding scheme called Single-Pass Perceptual Embedded Zero-tree Coding (SPPEZC). The proposed coding technique uses the improved LLEC and the block-edge information to provide enhanced perceptual quality on compressed images. Tables 1 and 2 and Fig. 4 show the algorithmic descriptions and flowchart of SPPEZC. The input image first encounters the macroblocks, and each of which is converted to the DCT coefficients. After completion of the forward DCT, three specific coefficients on each block can determine the directional edge of this block.
Using the obtained block-edge information, this study adaptively adjusts the quantization table of each block to accommodate the optimally fitted block. This paper considers that the Zero-Tree Coding (ZTC) scan lists the approximate order of the DCT frequency domain, where low and high numbers represent the low-and high-frequency elements, Table 3 The dominating coefficients of the directional edges.
Edge direction The dominating coefficients
No edge DC value 0 angle 1st-4th, 6th-12th and 22nd-26th coefficients 90 angle 1st-4th, 6th-12th and 22nd-26th coefficients 45 angle 1st-4th, 14th-20th coefficients 135 angle 1st-4th, 14th-20th coefficients respectively. Based on the analysis of ZTC characteristics, this paper shows the ZTC graph by observing the characteristics of each directional edge. The x-axis and y-axis of the graph represent the ordered numbers of the ZTC and their corresponding coefficients. Fig. 5 shows the typical graphs of the different directional edges. The different directional edges have the most critical coefficients at the specific order numbers, which are listed in Table 3 , in all the 64-point DCT coefficients. These specific coefficients are ''dominating coefficients'', and represent the local maximum coefficients. Table 3 shows that, in certain rules, except for the case of ''no edge'', the first to fourth coefficients play important roles in all the coefficients of the DCT blocks for the other directional edges. Therefore, this paper sets the quantization tables of the first to fourth coefficients the same as that of the DC coefficient. This study also applies the more critical points, such as the 6th-12th coefficients in the case of ''0 angle'', for the quantization table of the DC coefficient to maintain the information of the dominant coefficients. The dominated coefficients represent the characteristics of the directional edges of the DCT blocks. Therefore, the corresponding quantization tables should be small to preserve the dominant coefficients for perceptual strategy. This study verifies and demonstrates the proposed concept by using a statistical analysis experiment. This experiment uses five standard test images: ''Barbara'', ''Lena'', ''Elain'', ''Jet'', and ''Peppers''. Table 4 shows the analytical results of the matching percentage of the directional edge blocks. In this statistical experiment, over 80% of the DCT blocks conform to the experimental hypothesis of the characteristics of the DCT coefficients and the directional edges, as Table 3 shows. This indicates that most of the DCT blocks can adopt the proposed modified quantization table to achieve good compression quality. This paper multiplies the quantization tables of the other non-dominating coefficients by a weighting value for truncation. Eqs. (12)- (14) show the modulations of the quantization tables, where QT and n represent the quantization tables and their indices, respectively. Table 3 shows that the suffixes NE, 0, 90, 45, and 135 also indicate all the possible directional edges. The order of the quantization tables is the result of zero-tree scanning. After this operation, the quantized coefficients, which ZTC orders, are coded with G-R_FS. The proposed combinative scheme provides more suitable quantization tables for the specific directional edge of the DCT block. It also helps the LLEC perform perceptual image coding on visual quality. Section 4 presents the comparative experimental results.
QT n otherwise.
QT n otherwise (13)
QT n otherwise
Experimental results
This section presents the coding quality and efficiency of the proposed method, called Single-Pass Perceptual Embedded Zero-tree Coding (SPPEZC). All experiments introduced in this section were simulated using a PC platform with an Intel Duo Core 1.67 GHz processor and 2 GB RAM. The 512 × 512 pixel grayscale sample images were tested at different bit rates (0.25 bit rate to approximately 1.00 bit rate). In the proposed architecture, the deadzone width of a midtread quantizer was set between approximately 30% and 50% larger than the regular stepsize. The image quality was measured using the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) method, computed from the original image and decoded images. Table 5 shows the experimental results of the LLEC [18] , JPEG (using the default Huffman table) [1] , and JPEG-O (using adaptive Huffman coding). This table illustrates the performance of the proposed approach implemented in floating-point and fixed-point versions. The fixed-point SPPEZC adopts the fixed-point DCT module for coding efficiency. The following descriptions in this section evaluate both the floating-point and fixed-point versions of the SPPEZC.
The proposed SPPEZC method displays performance that is substantially superior to that of the LLEC, JPEG, and JPEG-O, at a 0.25 bit rate. Table 6 shows that floating-point SPPEZC consistently outperforms the LLEC, JPEG, and JPEG-O for compression performance. Overall, it is superior to the LLEC by 0.50 dB, the JPEG by 1.27 dB, and the JPEG-O by 0.94 dB. The results of PSNR Table 6 also shows the comparative data between fixed-point SPPEZC and other coders. Although fixed-point SPPEZC may not provide the high PSNR measures of the floating-point version, it achieves higher PSNRs than the LLEC by 0.34 dB, the JPEG by 1.06 dB, and the JPEG-O by 0.99 dB, on average. However, for the ''Barbara'' test image, fixed-point SPPEZC achieves a slightly lower PSNR than that of the LLEC when the compression ratio is set to a 1.0, 0.75, or 0.5 bit rate. Nevertheless, fixed-point SPPEZC achieve better PSNR values than those of the LLEC when the compression ratio is set to a 0.25 bit rate. This is because the fixed-point DCT computation truncates a detailed fractional part of the DCT coefficients. The ''Barbara'' test image contains many DCT blocks that distribute sufficient DCT coefficients at high frequency. Therefore, the truncation of the fractional part of the DCT coefficients may have a greater effect when handling these types of pictures. However, as Table 6 shows, most of the compression results of fixed-point SPPEZC are still superior to those of the LLEC, JPEG, and JPEG-O. Table 7 also shows a comparison of the computational costs of the four coders, which are SPPEZC, including the floating-point and fixed-point versions, LLEC, JPEG, and JPEG-O. Table 7 shows that both floating-point and fixed-point SPPEZC provide superior computational efficiency to those of the JPEG and JPEG-O, and especially fixed-point SPPEZC. Floating-point SPPEZC can save approximately 20 ms (ms) on encoding and 10 ms on decoding, compared to the standard JPEG codec. For computation timing, floating-point SPPEZC takes slightly longer for encoding than the LLEC method. This is because floating-point SPPEZC can rapidly and effectively determine the directional edge information of each DCT block using a computational frugal Block Edge Detection (BED) module. Therefore, although the floating-point SPPEZC approach takes slightly more computing time, the proposed approach can provide substantially improved perceptual quality and PSNR performance at the same compression ratio, compared to the LLEC. Fixed-point SPPEZC also improves computational complexity compared to floating-point SPPEZC because the fixed-point version optimizes the fixed-point DCT computation. The results in Tables 6 and 7 indicate that the fixed-point SPPEZC performs extremely well in computational efficiency and achieves satisfactory visual quality and compression performance.
It is crucial for the issues of technical feasibility and consumer electronics to implement fixed-point SPPEZC on embedded system platforms, such as DSP-based platforms. Because DSPs have low power consumption, they can be used in small, handheld, and even battery-operated devices, without additional cooling fans. Conversely, multimedia application developers often experience several unexpected difficulties when using a DSP, and not a desktop personal computer, as the target platform. These difficulties arise from architectural limitations of DSPs, including a lack of operating system services, limited memory resources, lower CPU clock frequencies, and fixed point architectures (without floating point units). Thus, some platform-based optimizations associated with the DSP-based systems are necessary for implementing the proposed SPPEZC efficiently on a DSP system. This study adopts Lee's fast Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) [25] to optimize the computational efficiency of a 2D DCT. To reduce computational complexity, this study presents a lookup table-based approach to substitute the cosine calculations in the original DCT. To lower memory consumption of the look-up tables, the symmetric and anti-symmetric relationship of the cosine computations were applied [26] . The proposed fixed-point SPPEZC was also implemented on the TI OMAP3530 embedded DSP platform [27] , which contains 520 MHz DSP and 720 MHz ARM. Table 8 shows the DSP performance. The coding efficiency of the encoder and decoder reached 10.63 and 11.56 frames per second (FPS) on average for the OMAP3530 platform, respectively. Memory consumption of the SPPEZC on both DSPs was approximately 25 Kb. These results demonstrate that the proposed fixedpoint SPPEZC is compatible with embedded applications and achieves promising computational and compression efficiency in both the encoding and decoding of images.
Figs. 6-9 illustrate the visual quality of the perceptual coding scheme versus the LLEC, JPEG, and JPEG-O in four directional edge patterns at a 0.25 bit rate. Fig. 6 shows increased 3π /4 edge detection on the left eye of the Barbara image; because the corner of the eye includes the characteristics of edge information, SPPEZC achieves superior visual quality when coding the corner of the eye. Fig. 7 shows more π /4 edges detected on the shadow of the hat in the Elain image. For Fig. 7 , this study focuses on the visual quality in coding the edge of the hat, demonstrating that SPPEZC provides improved quality, compared to the other methods. Fig. 8 shows the shadow, which includes π /2 edges of the apple of pepper image for detection. SPPEZC preserves more information of the apple than other methods. In Fig. 9 , the shadow of the cloud above the airplane consists of π and 3π /4 edges detected in the jet image. Similarly, SPPEZC determines the edge information of the cloud's shadow for improved visual quality. These results indicate that the perceptual coding scheme enhances the visual quality in image compression applications.
Figs. 10-14 show comparisons of the images at 0.25 bit rate. The analysis is summarized as follows:
• In the proposed approach, SPPEZC provides an improved visual effect in smooth regions. For example, SPPEZC performance is of good quality for coding human skin, as shown in Figs. 10-12.
• Although SPPEZC consistently outperforms JPEG and JPEG-O in PSNR measures, it quantizes more coefficients in the median to high frequency band to reduce visual quality in the sharpness regions (i.e., the lines of pants in the Barbara image). • Table 5 shows that the increase in the compression ratio is significantly greater than the decrease in coding quality.
Therefore, the SPPEZC is effective for further promoting the resulting PSNR performance.
• Because the quantization table of the JPEG and JPEG-O preserves more of the edges of the image than step quantization, it provides enhanced visual quality within the sharpness regions.
• The SPPEZC has also improved and overcome the drawbacks of the original LLEC, because the SPPEZC exploits the block-edge information and varies the quantization tables adaptively to perform perceptual image coding. SPPEZC performance is considerably superior to the original LLEC for the edge regions (i.e., the characters on the body of the jet in Fig. 13 ).
Conclusions
This paper proposes a block-edge based Single-Pass Perceptual Embedded Zero-tree Coding (SPPEZC) method that combines the schemes of the Block-Edge Detection (BED) and Low-Complexity and Low-Memory Entropy Coder (LLEC) methods. The statistical results of the BED in this study show that some dominating coefficients are present in specific directional edges. A statistical experiment of the directional edges of the five test images shows that most of the block edges have the same dominating coefficients. To maintain the information of characteristics, the BED results are used for adaptive adjustment of the quantization tables of the DCT coefficients. Therefore, the LLEC method codes the modulated coefficients for balanced compression quality and complexity. Experimental results confirm that the proposed approach achieves satisfactory image compression performance in both the Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) and visual quality. Compared to other coding techniques, the SPPEZC exhibits adequate and effective image compression for varying images. Floating-point and fixed-point SPPEZC provide similar performance in PSNR. This study also compares the proposed SPPEZC with other image coders on computational complexity. Floating-point SPPEZC can save approximately 20 and 10 ms on encoding and decoding, respectively, compared with the JPEG standard. Thus, the proposed SPPEZC can provide increased coding quality over the LLEC and only takes slightly more computational times. The fixed-point SPPEZC was also demonstrated on the DSPbased embedded platform TI OMAP3530. The coding computational efficiency of the encoder and decoder reached 10.63 and 11.56 FPS, respectively, on average for the OMAP3530. The proposed SPPEZC on DSP consumes only approximately 25 Kb of memory for the encoding and decoding parts. The SPPEZC outperforms the other three coders because of the proposed perceptual coding strategy on preserving edge information. Therefore, the proposed combinative coding scheme performs well in coding quality and perceptual strategy with lower computational complexity.
